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Abstract
Purpose To determine the effect of distraction on posterior segment surgical performance using a virtual reality simulator in
expert and novice ophthalmic surgeons.
Methods Twenty subjects were given 6 min to read an unpublished research paper and then were randomized into two groups.
Group 1 subjects were allowed 3 min to complete a standardized vitreoretinal simulated task undistracted. Group 2 subjects were
asked six questions on the research paper whilst completing the same task. Each subject then performed the alternate scenario.
Finally, all participants were asked six questions on the research paper whilst not operating.
Results There was no evidence of a difference in the odometer values (p = 0.127), cognitive task score (p = 0.390) or overall
surgical task scores (p = 0.113) between the two groups. The time taken by the distracted group was significantly greater (95% CI
−26.03 to −1.67, t-test p = 0.028).
Conclusion Distraction significantly increases the time taken to perform a simulated vitreoretinal surgical task for all grades of
surgeon. More studies are required to understand the impact on different types of distraction on surgical performance.
Keywords Distraction . Posterior segment . Simulator . Surgical performance

Introduction
The effect of distraction on performance has been the subject of
extensive research in fields such as driving and aviation, as it
affects public safety. Cognitive distraction can adversely affect
driving behavior – e.g. drivers spend less time looking to the
periphery, checking instruments, mirrors or traffic lights, and
also apply hard braking more frequently when distracted [1].
In the presence of two simultaneous stimuli, ‘dual task’
interference occurs, resulting in a delayed response to the second stimulus. One cannot process central operations for two
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tasks simultaneously and therefore cannot perform both tasks
simultaneously to an equally high standard [2].
The effect of distraction on surgical performance and outcome has also attracted interest. Up to 1 in 10 patients admitted to hospital experience an adverse event, almost half of
which are preventable and many of which are associated with
surgical care [3]. Operating conditions can involve frequent
disruptions and interruptions. These can be varied, such as
unwanted background noise or music, bleeps or phone calls,
the surgeon’s emotional state, doors opening, or being directly
asked a relatively complex question about a subject unrelated
to the operation being done. In one observational study, up to
39 events (distractions or interruptions, such as doors opening,
phones/bleeps going off, irrelevant communication, etc.) were
observed in a single case [4].
The objective of this study was to determine whether distraction has an effect on the performance of cognitive and
simulated posterior segment surgical tasks, in surgeons of different levels of experience. We hypothesized that both cognitive and simulated surgical performance would be adversely
affected in the distracted group.
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Method
This was a randomized cross-over trial involving three levels
of operator under two randomly assigned operating conditions
(distracted and not distracted). As method of distraction, we
chose to test recall of an unpublished research paper, which all
subjects were given 6 min to read at the beginning of the task.
We felt that this type of cognitive task would be less influenced by potential differences in vocabulary, arithmetic and
reasoning skills among the candidates, which could otherwise
influence the results. The candidates were then randomized
into two groups and given two attempts to complete a standardized simulated vitreoretinal surgical task on a virtual reality simulator (posterior segment navigation module, EyeSi
VRMagic, Germany). Everyone was allowed one practice
run. The surgical task requires the operator to place a needle
inside a series of balls arranged in a helix above the retina.
The task could be performed either with or without distraction, with a maximum of 3 min allowed. The distraction involved being asked a series of six questions on the research
paper (chosen at random from a bank of twelve) whilst completing the surgical task. Candidates were randomly allocated
to one of 2 groups in which the surgical tasks were performed
repeatedly in alternate sequences. In Group 1, candidates first
performed the task undistracted then while being distracted,
while in Group 2 the candidates were distracted during the
first attempt and undistracted in their second attempt.
Finally, all participants were asked the six remaining questions on the research paper whilst not operating. At the end of
the task they were given scores for their performance at the
cognitive task, and at the simulated surgical task (calculated
from odometer value (mm), time taken (s), instrument slippage, injured lens/macular area (mm2), number of completed
objects and overall score). The odometer value refers to the
distance traveled by the instrument tip, and is a measure of
efficiency. Instrument slippage refers to the number of times
the instrument slipped out of the sphere during the task.
Between treatment comparisons were done for all subjects
using paired statistical tests. An Anderson-Darling normality
test was performed on the differences between results on each
outcome. Where differences could be assumed to follow an
underlying normal distribution, paired t-tests were performed,
otherwise Wilcoxon tests were used. All analyses were done
using Minitab (version 16) at a 5% significance level.

Results
Eight consultant ophthalmologists (including 2 vitreoretinal
surgeons), seven trainee ophthalmologists at different levels
of their training and with varying levels of exposure to
vitreoretinal surgery, and five medical students were recruited
into the study.

Table 1 shows the mean scores with standard deviation for
the tasks for each grade of participant in the distracted and
undistracted states.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show boxplots of the overall and the
breakdown scores, comparing the ‘distracted’ and ‘undistracted’ scores for each grade of participant.

Overall surgical task score (Fig. 1)
There was no evidence of a difference in the overall surgical
task scores between the two groups (Wilcoxon p = 0.113), and
estimated median difference (undistracted – distracted) was 5
with a 95% CI of −0.5 to 14.0.

Time (Fig. 2)
The time taken by the distracted group was significantly greater than the undistracted group (paired t-test p = 0.028, 95% CI
of 26.03 to −1.67).

Odometer values & rate of instrument slippage
There was no evidence of a difference in the odometer values
between the two groups (paired t-test p = 0.127; 95% CI of
−44.6 to 6.0 for undistracted – distracted).
There was some evidence to suggest that the rate of instrument slippage was higher in the distracted group – 95% CI for
undistracted – distracted was −7.35 to 0.65 – but this difference did not reach statistical significance at the 5% level
(paired t-test p = 0.096).

Cognitive task score (Fig. 3)
There was no evidence of a difference in cognitive task scores
between the two groups: paired t-test p = 0.390, estimated
mean difference (distracted – undistracted) was −0.59, with
a 95% CI of −1.99 to 0.81.

Discussion
Observational studies [4, 5] have tried to determine the effect
of distraction on surgical outcomes. In an analysis of events
reported via Pennsylvania Patient Report System in the period
between January 2011 and May 2013 [6], 304 procedure problems were found in which distraction had played a contributing part. These included events such as inadequate preparation
of equipment, incorrect count of needles, and also ‘never
events’ such as operations on the wrong body side.
With the advent of virtual reality simulators it is now possible to study the effects of different conditions on surgical
outcomes without compromising patient safety [7–10].
Simulators have been used to study how distractions can
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Table 1 Mean and standard
deviation for overall and
breakdown scores for all grades of
participants in the distracted and
undistracted states

Variable

Overall Score

Treatment

Students (n = 5)

Trainees (n = 7)

Consultants (n = 8)

Mean

SD

Mean

Mean

Undistracted

25.4

24.0

52.29

16.22

44.63

Distracted

31.2

22.6

60.86

12.64

51.50

20.83

SD

SD
28.20

Time (s)

Undistracted

175.20

10.40

146.9

28.1

145.75

27.45

Odometer value

Distracted
Undistracted

168.80
345.4

16.89
94.2

124.3
212.3

35.9
56.8

134.9
215.4

36.4
72.3

Instrument slipped

Distracted
Undistracted

314.0
26.00

68.5
12.81

194.9
17.71

57.3
4.23

202.0
14.38

55.5
5.40

21.80

7.01

13.43

7.32

16.38

9.12

Distracted
n number, SD standard deviation

influence surgical outcomes [11], including during intraocular
procedures involving the anterior segment by Park et al. [7].
To our knowledge, this is the first study examining the
effect of cognitive distraction on the performance of a simulated posterior segment surgical task.
For this study, we chose a crossover design whereby candidates were randomized to either of two different task orders
(undistracted then distracted, or distracted then undistracted).
This minimized the learning effect of repetition on the surgical
outcome, which might have been a confounding factor had the
same task order been applied to every participant.
Our study found no significant difference in the overall
surgical task scores between the distracted and undistracted
groups. This is in contrast to previous studies that have demonstrated a poorer performance with distractions [11–13]. For
example, in their 2010 study involving 12 medical interns,
Pluyter et al. [11] found that being distracted while performing
a virtual laparoscopic cholecystectomy procedure not only
adversely affected the task performance but also increased
the levels of irritation of the interns (as measured by the blood
pressure and heart rate). Similar findings were made in another study involving 18 surgical residents performing a laparoscopic cholecystectomy on a simulator, which showed an

increase in the number of major surgical errors in the group
randomized to distractions and interruptions [12].
It was interesting to note that there was no significant difference between the cognitive task scores, whether the candidate was operating or not. This differs from the 2010 study by
Park [7], where performance in the cognitive task declined
significantly when the candidates were dual-tasking – studies
with larger sample sizes, or more challenging tasks, would be
helpful to investigate this further.
The effect of surgical experience on the ability to cope with
intraoperative distractions is debatable. In our study, we included different grades, as we thought it possible that consultants would be performing the task instinctively, and so would
be less vulnerable to distraction, whereas less experienced
staff would have to concentrate more fully on the allotted task,
possibly leading to greater sensitivity to distraction. Some
studies have shown a dramatic decrease in the psychological
refractive period (delay in response to a second stimulus) following extended practice, which has been echoed in surgical
literature, while others show little evidence of this improvement [2, 14]. In our study, distractions affected the time taken
for the performance of the task for experts just as much as for
the novices. It has been pointed out that performance on the

Fig. 1 Overall surgical simulator scores

Fig. 2 Time to complete simulated task
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the surgery would matter much more, and the consequences of
an error would be much more serious. Under these circumstances it is possible that distraction may have an even greater
effect than in our benign simulated environment. However, in
addition to the ethical objections to deliberately distracting a
surgeon during a real operation, measurements of surgical
performance would be much more challenging.

Conclusion

Fig. 3 Cognitive task scores

EyeSi surgical stimulator varies widely among novices and
therefore is not an appropriate criterion for recruitment into
ophthalmology specialty training [15]. It is to be expected that
experienced surgeons who have not used the EyeSi may initially get scores similar to novices. Although we might expect
differences to emerge between different grades with longer
and more complex tasks, getting volunteers to commit to a
longer and more complex task presented practical difficulties.
Our method of distraction involved being tested on recall of
a recently read paper. This might not have the same effect on
surgical performance as other types of distraction such as
background noise, or answering clinical or technical questions
from theater staff or trainees. Furthermore, not all distractions
are unwelcome. A randomized crossover trial by Shelby et al.
[16] showed that residents took less time to complete a surgical task and produced a better quality of work while listening
to their preferred genre of music than when they had the music
off. However, the distraction in this study was chosen by the
surgeon, which is not typical of most distractions encountered
in the operating room. While some distractions are actively
welcome or initiated by the surgeon (e.g. music, certain conversation topics), others can represent a cognitive distraction
which is likely to have a more disruptive effect.
One of the limitations of our study was the small number of
subjects involved. While this is comparable to previous studies looking at the effect of distraction on surgical performance,
a larger number might produce more useful data.
Our participants were aware that the purpose of the study
was to examine the effects of distraction on simulated surgical
performance, and the nature of the experiment meant that it
was not possible to mask them as to whether or not they were
being distracted. This might have influenced them to take
extra care with their performance on both the surgical and
cognitive tasks, which is a possible explanation for the longer
time taken and the similar outcomes between the distracted
and undistracted groups for both tasks.
Can our results in a simulated setting be extrapolated to a
real life operating theater? In real life, both the questions and

In this study distraction led to significantly slower surgery for
all grades of surgeons. However, we did not show any reduction in the surgical score. This provides some reassurance with
regards to operative success and patient safety. More studies
are required to understand how surgeons respond to different
types of distraction. Until there is a better understanding of the
effects of distraction on surgery, we recommend that theater
staff minimize communication with the surgeon that is unrelated to the case in progress.
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